Vatican Logo: Family Friendly or Gay Friendly?
I’m sure many of you are getting tired of me talking about logos which
come out of the Vatican because they are so evil and depressing to
look at, however, I blame you, my subscribers, because you are the
ones who keep me apprised of all these events. Now, this logo is not a
brand new logo. This is from last October's Synod on the Family in
Rome and I'm not sure if they will use the same thing this year
because there is also going to be a Synod this October in Rome. And
they will be discussing very many of the same things and, Pope
Francis, who I believe is the False Prophet, will be trying to promote
his agenda and that is to give Communion to divorced and remarried
Catholics and this will bring about the abomination of desolation and
that will signal the time when all Catholics must "flee their green field"
as Jesus refers to the Catholic Church in the Olivet Discourse.

Logo of the Synod on Bishops
on the family in Rome 2014

Logo of World Youth Day,
Kraków, Poland

Now this logo has many of the features
we have seen in previous logos, for
example, the Cross, notice, is, I guess
you would say, destroyed or exploded, is
broken off into four pieces and it is
dominated by, I guess those are figures
in the middle, they have round heads,
maybe Charlie Brown-type figures and,
once again, you can’t tell if those figures
are male or female. There is no
distinguishing form between them. There
is a distinguishing color and a
distinguishing size but really they are
almost identical.
And if we look at previous logos, for
example, the one for World Youth Day,
in that image the Cross is also exploded
or destroyed. In fact, the bottom part of
that Cross is actually not part of the
Cross, it's part of a figure at the bottom.
That is, of course, as I explained before,
a combination of two Egyptian pagan
symbols: the Egyptian cow goddess,
Hathor, and an Ankh Cross.
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Now, getting back to the Synod of Bishops Family logo for last Fall,
maybe again for this Fall, the non- distinguishing characteristics
between the two figures is very similar to the logo we saw for the World
Meeting of Families coming up in Philadelphia in which all those
figures are male: the four obvious ones and the three hidden ones and
it shows really, in my opinion, gay
marriage.

Logo for the World Meeting of
Families Philadelphia 2015

So, once again, looking at this October
from last year's Synod of Bishops, that
also in my opinion is not showing a
family. If it is, where are the children?
There are no children in that image. It
looks like two males and, once again,
maybe it's showing the two bishops in a
homosexual relationship. I mean this is
supposedly a Synod of Bishops. Is that
what this logo is trying to tell us?

It is typical of all of the logos we have
seen coming out of the Catholic Church and the reason is because the
Catholic Church is being "trodden under by the Gentiles" as
prophesied by St. John back in Revelation chapter 11, verse2, “and
the holy city", the holy city in the End Times is Rome because it's the
home of the Roman Catholic Church, "will be trodden under by the
Gentiles for 42 months" and we are seeing that Bible Prophecy
coming true and expressed in logos such as this one. But, God does
not leave you an orphan and neither will I. Please remember that there
is a great symbol, a great sign that will overtake all of the evil logos
coming out of the Vatican and that is the sign of "the woman clothed
with the sun" as expressed in this Divine image painted by Almighty
God Himself and given to the Mexican Saint, Juan Diego. And that is
the type of image that we should respect and venerate, not those evil
logos coming out of the Vatican.
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